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ABSTRACT 
Bounds for the imaginary parts of the zeros of a polynomial are given by the 
generalization of [6] and by the improvement of [3]. Methods of matrix theory are 
applied to orthogonal expansion of a polynomial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z be a finite or infinite interval of the real line, and p a measure such 
that p(Z) # 0 and the power functions are elements of the space &(I, p). The 
scalar product in this space will be denoted, as usual, by (. , .). Let us denote 
the elements of the orthonormal polynomial system constructed from the 
power functions by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process by {pi}?&, 
and the manic polynomials (leading coefficient = 1) obtained from these by 
{Pi}&. Because the Pi’s are linearly independent, an arbitrary (complex) 
polynomial P can be uniquely expressed in the form P = 2yz0ci Pi, where n is 
the degree of P. Obviously P is real iff each cj is real. 
2. THE NUMBER OF REAL ROOTS 
THEOREM 1. Let {Pi}?& be manic orthogonal polynomials in L,(Z, p), 
P=E” ,+ci Pi a given real manic polynomial of degree n, and m d n a natural 
number. Zf 
ci =o, OGiGm-1, (1) 
then P has at least m distinct real roots in the interval of roots of P,, 
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Proof. (1) is equivalent to 
By the quadratura formula (see [5]) we get its discrete form: 
; d,P( x&( Xi) = 0, OGiGm-1, 
j=l 
where {xi}~=r are the roots of P, and {d,}y=r are positive. The orthogonaliza- 
tion process implies that this is identical with the equation system 
i d,P(x,)x; = 0, OGiGm-1, 
i=l 
i.e. 
n 
x x;sgP(xf)d,lP(x,)l =o, OGiGm-1. 
i=l 
P(Xi)#O 
Thus, introducing the notation 
&=={~,l~~~n,P(xi)#O}, 
5j=d#%rj)l, iE$, 
aii=X;SgP(xj), OGiGm-1, iE&, 
we get that (1) is equivalent to 
Ac$=O. (2) 
Since this linear equation system has a solution 5 > 0, the (dual) inequality 
system 
ATq>O (3) 
cannot have a solution different from the trivial case ATq = 0. This means that 
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there are no qj’s nontrivially satisfying 
m-l 
z x;sg P(r+y, a 0, iY$, 
i=O 
that is, no polynomial Q(x) = Byz;19ixi can be found with 
and 
This can only hold is s, the number of sign alterations in the sequence 
Wj)]j,gY is greater than the degree of Q, i.e. s > m - 1, and thus s 2 m. 
Since the 1~~‘s are the roots of P,,, the second part of the theorem is also true. 
n 
REMARKS. 
1. If m = 1, we get Tchakaloff’s theorem [6]. 
2. If n - m is odd, a further real root is guaranteed, because of the even 
number of complex roots of a real polynomial. In particular, when m = n - 1, 
each root of P is real (independently of c,_i). 
3. A number of alternative theorems for real matrices [similar to (2)-(3)] 
are listed in [2]. 
3. THE MATRIX REPRESENTATION 
Combining Theorem 1 with [4] and [l] we easily get 
THEOREM 2. Let B a real augmented tridiagonal matrix, 
B= 
cc? 
1 
Cl 01 Yl 
M1 % 02 Y2 
u2 ‘. ‘.. 
an-2 q-2 Ynp2 
a,-2 %pl Yn-1 
u,-1 Y* 
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forwhichuivi>O, l<iGn-2,andu,_,#O. If 
Yi =O, lGi<m, 
forsomem<n-2, th en B has at least m distinct real eigenvalues. If 
y,=O (l<i<n- 2) and a,-l~n--l>O, 
then each eigenvalue of B is real and distinct. 
Proof. Let vn_r = ] y,_r ] sg u,_r and on = y,. Let us introduce the nota- 
tion pi = ui vi, 1 G i G n - 1. Then the manic polynomials { Pi}:,0 are defined 
as 
P,(r) = 1, P,(x)=x-a,, (44 
Pi+,(x)=(x-~i+l)Pi(~)-P,pii,(x) (4b) 
By Specht’s representation lemma [4], for each set of complex numbers 
{ci}yz()> c,, = 1, the characteristic polynomial of matrix 
a1 01 
- Co/U1.~. 24,-l 
Ul a2 02 - c1/u2* *. u,-1 
u2 ‘. .*. 
. . CL2 vn-2 - cn-3/%-2%-l 
T-2 an-1 f-4-1 -cn--2/%-l 
T-1 a -q-l n 
G> 
is Z;,OciPi. Since yn_r=o,_1-c,_2/u,_1 implies c,~2=U,-1(Yn-1( 
x (sg u,_r -sg y,_r) and y, = (Y, - cn_r implies c”-r = 0, the characteristic 
polynomial of B can be expressed as 
n-3 
IX (-Yi+l”i+l’ “Un~1)Pi+u,~lIY~-11(SgUn-1-SgYn~~)P~-2+P~. 
i=O 
On the other hand, by Favard’s theorem [l], if the polynomials {P,}~+ 
satisfy the recurrence formulae (4) with positive pi’s, then for some space 
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L,(Z, p) they are orthogonal polynomials. Applying Theorem 1 to the char- 
acteristic polynomial of B, the proof is completed. n 
4. IMAGINARY PART BOUNDS 
THEOREM 3. Let {Pi}:=0 be manic orthogonal polynomials in the space 
L,(Z, p), let P = C:,,c,P, be an arbitrary complex polynomial, and let {x~}~=~ 
denote the roots of P. Then 
n-2 ~c~~“Ilp~l12 
i IIrnzij2Gi ,C + )Imc,_i)‘. 
i=l ,=O IIP,~,l12 
(6) 
Proof, It is well known that for each set of orthogonal polynomials 
{ Pi}y,0 there are real numbers { CY}:_ 1 and positive numbers { &}r$ such that 
the recurrence formulae (4) hold. Applying Specht’s representation (5) to the 
polynomial P with the choice q = ui = &, l< i G n - 1, we get a matrix 
with column 12 expressible as a function of II Pi II, 0 G i G n - 1. Indeed, let 
j3a = llPO 1)‘. Multiplying (4b) by xi-’ and integrating both sides, we obtain 
i.e. 
and therefore 
IIPil12= fi pi. 
i=O 
From this we get 
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hence the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
I \iPn-2 an-1 
\iP"_l - q-2 II P”_2 II/II P,-l II 
Kl a -q-1 n 
coincides with P. The Schur theorem states that 
where A* is the adjoint of A and 1) . II is the euchdean matrix norm. Expressing 
the right side in terms of the matrix elements, the inequality (6) results, to 
completing the proof. n 
Theorem 3 was inspired by 
SPECHT'S THEOREM [3]. Let {pi}yzO be orthonormul polynomials in 
L,(Z, CL) with leading coefficients Xi, 0 G i G n, and let P = 8y+bipi be an 
arbitrary complex polynomial. Then for each root z of P 
,lm,,<& {lbo12+ -~*14-l12Y2 
&I lbnl . (7) 
To make a comparison possible, we rewrite this theorem for manic 
orthogonal polynomials. We may suppose that P is also manic. Let 
P= i bipi = i c,P,. 
i=O i=O 
Then 
ci=Xibi, O<iGn, c, = X,b, = 1. 
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From 
pi = hiPi 
we get 
1 
lIpill =G; 
hence 
With this notation (7) becomes 
REMARKS. 
1. Because of the orthogonality of the Pi’s, 
n-1 
holds. Thus the compact form of the Specht theorem is: 
II P - P, II 
if P(z)=0 then [IrnzJG IIp_ lI . 
n 1 
A similar transformation on the right hand side of (6) leads to 
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where we limit ourselves to the most important real case. 
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2. It is not so surprising that the bounds depend only on P,, and Pnpl, 
since these two polynomials uniquely determine the sequence {Pi}::: by 
Euclid’s algorithm. 
3. Similar questions were raised and investigated prior to W. Specht by 
P. Turhn. See [7] for the general and [8] for the Hermite expansion. 
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